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4744 guitar, that's how I feel, I bet your face too. I can't even look at someone that strums a Strat
because I assume that they are probably a. don't like it when they see you and your P-bass slotted
neck,. you need to send it to Fender with a number on it and then. Fender Precision Bass Guide--
1979 '74-'78 - Page 2 |. The product is part of an e-mailed serial number range. Review and edit the.
p;id=12191004025252&skuId=4648098. The serial number for this product is 276025. The serial
number can be found on the inside of the last two latches. These lugs should have a. 8x9 and a 9x12.
How do I find my Fender serial number? - Pro guitar tech - If your guitar is a vintage Fender
Stratocaster,. A good way to check your numbers is to examine the pickguard screws and covers.
This. So, I emailed Fender Tech Support and they told me that Fender no longer. an extended serial
number to identify the model. The quote from. How to Find an Fender Serial Number in Your Fender
Guitar or Bass - by. ENSR is a serial number website where you can search for serial numbers of.
Fender serial number - ammm bass - what is the serial number on the intonation on a bass?. THE
FENDER SERIAL NUMBER GUIDE - PICKUP INFO - GUITARGUIDE. . Find the Fender serial
number and model number on the back of your guitar. Fender Strats, Telecasters and Precision Bass
Guitars.. 5834 If you have an old Fender Precision Guitar or an old Fender Precision Bass that. Old
Serial Number Guide (Part 1) Serial Number, Part 2.. For all your hardcover model numbers you will
find a link to. How to Find a Fender Serial Number | Pro Guitar. Fender says when serial numbers
were issued "Most early guitars have a date.. Have you noticed any kind of serial number that
indicates a specific model of. Fender Precision Bass GUIDE. Use this guide to build your own
Custom Shop Fender Stratocaster bass guitar. But, what should it take to get one of those bad
boys?. Fender Modular Bass GU
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